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Article Info  ABSTRACT 

Article history:  Justice is a condition that is fair to a character, act or treatment of something. justice is 

the vision of this country. We should maintain a large portion of justice as a vision of 

this country. This is what prompted us to venture to explore it in this article. This article 

is motivated by the many studies on justice in the literature that have developed in 

recent years. In this article, we discuss together what previous researchers have said on 

the psychological side of "justice" and then we compare it to the current condition of 

our country, where recently there have been issues that are not comfortable with " 

justice” in this beloved country. 

In essence, justice only judges according to its own version of justice, so it is very 

difficult to realize justice for all people, because of differences in religion, norms , 

culture, and others. This injustice will also cause future losses such as material, 

physical, and psychological losses to the person. So the combination of individual 

justice issues will be more complicated. Therefore, we conclude that we can realize 

social justice together, by mutually helping each other, giving tolerance, not justifying 

any deviations, not limiting individual freedom in total, and always doing 

formulate/deliberate against all individuals or the people themselves. Indeed , there will 

always be sacrifices in realizing justice, but justice itself must be more altruistic than 

prioritizing personal interests. So that in society or the state, justice enforcers are 

needed to maintain justice in the country. The apparatus should also not be arbitrary 

just because they are trusted by the state so that they want to do something that wants 

to benefit themselves, because the state is the people themselves. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It tooks us a long time personally to venture into the topic of justice in this article. After a few 

years of studying this concept we are not getting any better, but more and more unsure of our 

understanding. Our biggest difficulty in understanding justice is because of the scarcity of justice 

practices that can be seen, read, and then studied. Why not, the law as the main body of justice in 

Indonesia in practice is actually stained with black spots of injustice. The case of the BLBI corruption 

investigator who was caught in the act of accepting bribes is just one example of the bad practice of law 

in this country. Our colleague from UIN's Faculty of Law told us in a flat tone : " law and justice are 

divorced". This expression has at least two meanings. 

First, justice in the legal perspective is often seen as narrow and limited to the conformity of 

practice with regulations (Crosby & Franco, 2003). 

Second, the practice is often interpreted in line with its interests, not directed as close as possible 

to values, morals, and ethics. Thus law and justice are made into two different things and run separately, 

not as a unit. Things like that are really very worrying. If justice continues to be crushed, and injustice 

runs rampant, it means that Pancasila is just a name, no longer the basis of the state as we believe. Just 

to remind us all, in Pancasila the words FAIR and JUSTICE are clearly stated in two precepts: Just and 

civilized humanity; and social justice for all Indonesian people. In the Preamble of the 1945 

Constitution, justice is mentioned in paragraphs one, two, and four. In the body of the Constitution, 
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justice is mentioned at least 12 times. This all shows that justice is the vision of this country. We should 

maintain a large portion of justice as a vision of this country. This is what prompted us to venture to 

explore it in this article. 

On the other hand , this article is motivated by the many studies on justice in the literature that 

have developed in recent years. The development of justice studies has become the interest of almost 

all disciplines, psychology is one of them. In psychology itself, this study initially developed a lot in 

social psychology, then the application of the study was continued in occupational, organizational and 

industrial psychology, as well as in other psychology such as educational psychology, and recently 

studied in counseling psychology (Brosnan, 2010). 2006; Prilleltensky& Fox, 2007). Almost all 

dimensions of justice have been studied from a psychological perspective. The intensive psychology of 

studying justice has opened a new vehicle, namely the psychology of justice. 

It is not easy to define justice. It is even more difficult to achieve justice. Therefore, it is not 

surprising that there are those who firmly believe that justice belongs only to God. Because we do not 

know exactly how God determines this life, it is our duty to formulate and enforce justice. We agree 

with the opinion which states that the justice and injustice we feel are human products and every culture 

constructs its own norms regarding justice. In addition, each individual will perceive justice according 

to his culture rather than universally (Zhang, 2006). Therefore, experts state that justice is an abstract 

belief system and is a standard guide to regulate the relationship between humans and humans and their 

environment (Clayton &Opotow, 2003). 

Psychology discusses less about the nature of justice but rather documents how people feel and 

think about justice issues (Skitka& Crosby, 2003). This is in line with the thinking that divides justice 

into two, individual justice and social justice (Clayton &Opotow, 2003; Skitka, 2003). Individual justice 

depends on the psychological factors of the individual concerned, in an interpersonal or small group 

context. While social justice depends on the structure of society, such as economic, political, and 

cultural structures (Bertens, 2000; Clayton &Opotow, 2003; Skitka, 2003). 

Psychology initially put more emphasis on individual justice. In subsequent developments, the 

contribution of psychology in the development of justice integrates individual, social and moral 

aspects .Social psychology's concern in studying justice intensively has been running for more than 40 

years. Various social psychology studies initially explored the answer to the question of whether what 

they received was fair . The fair distribution of resources and benefits, of rights and rewards, of 

position and convenience, will be judged satisfactory. On the other hand, a distribution that is 

considered unfair will cause dissatisfaction. A fair assessment will have a positive impact on social 

behavior, while an unfair assessment will have a negative impact. One of its forms is relative deprivation 

which is often expressed in protest behavior, anarchy, and rebellion. 

Still related to the assessment of distributive justice, social psychology also explores the values 

and motivations behind a distributive justice formulation. In accordance with the values he adheres to, 

homo economists, for example, can in an extreme way choose the formulation of the winner takes all 

and if they are not too greedy they will choose a proportional formulation ( equity ). On the other hand, 

the humanist orientation, especially in an effort to raise the poor, tends to choose a formulation based 

on need ( needy ) so that human dignity can be realized. Meanwhile, those who care about equality will 

prioritize the formulation of an equal distribution. 

The problem is, efforts to obtain justice then tend to be reduced to efforts to obtain the largest 

share of the distribution process or system. For that people want to be involved in the procedures that 

will determine the distribution. The assumption is that if he participates in determining the procedure, 

he will get the part he wants. Responses to such issues have opened the interest of experts to procedural 

justice. In order for the distribution to be fair, the procedures must also be enforced fairly. 

The development of procedural justice in psychological studies begins with a self-interest 

perspective . According to this perspective, the procedure will be fair if all parties who have an interest 

involved can control it (Thibaut& Walker, 1975). There are at least two things that need to be controlled, 

namely information and decisions. In order for a procedure to be fair, all parties involved in the 

procedure must have the same information, be able to access the required information, and submit it for 

consideration in decisions. Control over decisions plays an important role in upholding justice because 

this is where interested parties will participate in determining their fate as well as the fate of those they 

defend. In the joint decision-making process, this is considered very important as a form of justice, as 

well as in the life of the nation and society. No less important control is at the time of implementation 
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of a decision. So that the participation of various interested parties does not lead to looting of state assets 

or corruption in the congregation, fair procedures must be ethical, unbiased, consistent, accurate and 

transparent (Leventhal, 1980). In other words, procedures can be controlled by all parties from the 

formulation and decision-making of a policy to its implementation. 

Concern for procedural justice is not limited to efforts to get the desired share by controlling it. 

Fair procedures can serve as the basis for developing relationships, group status, and psychological 

legitimacy. For some people, the procedure can be considered fair by considering how the parties 

involved are treated. Fair procedures must reflect respect, trust and respect for all parties, as well as a 

neutral attitude when there is a conflict. Shared values are considered a key factor in this procedural 

justice. This model was later named as the Group Value Model of Procedural Justice (Lind & Tyler, 

1988). This model is relatively easy to feel in public services. Without aiming for profit, every member 

of the community demands justice from the government apparatus, namely by getting good treatment. 

The procedural justice model that emphasizes the relationship between authority holders and audiences 

is known as the Relational Model of Authority (Tyler & Lind, 1992). 

The development of social psychology studies on justice seems to have shifted from relative 

deprivation with its various variances which tend to have a negative impact towards neutral and finally 

towards a more positive one. In line with this, Tyler &Blader (2003) developed a Group Engagement 

Model that combines procedural justice, social identity and cooperative behavior. This model does not 

only answer social psychological problems concerning how but also includes who , especially identity 

and inclusiveness. That is, if at first the study of social psychology emphasized more on what was 

accepted , then developed on how to make procedures and relations fair, then there was an effort to 

develop a model of justice so that anyone could get justice. 

Injustice causes material, physical, and psychological harm. Unfair treatment can cause 

material harm but actually has a bigger impact, causing psychological harm. Therefore, victims of 

injustice are entitled to compensation or restitution (Arbaour, 2006; Okimoto& Tyler, 2007; Wenzel et 

al., 2008) and at the same time the perpetrators must be punished. Actions for perpetrators and victims 

are not only directed at the relational interests between the two but more importantly to improve the 

format of justice. The method that is widely used for this is through the process of retribution and 

restoration, in terms of justice known as retributive and restorative justice. 

In criminal law, retributive justice is carried out by applying punishment to the guilty party. 

When using the concept of restorative justice, the solution is not formal and punitive, but seeks bilateral 

consensus to resolve problems by developing shared values. The results of psychological research 

(Okimoto& Tyler, 2007; Wenzel et al., 2008) show that victims of injustice and crime feel more 

dissatisfied with the settlement through the retributive process than through the restorative process. 

More specifically, emotional restoration is expected by victims more than others. Seeing this reality, 

psychology has contributed to the development of the study of restorative justice. 

Psychologically, restorative justice is directed to restore a sense of justice and 

moral order. Viewed from the process, restorative justice is seen as more constructive because 

it renews consensus on values. Concern for togetherness and moral order which is the pressure of 

restorative justice is in line with the development of psychological studies in the Group Engagement 

Model. 

 
 

RESEARCH METHODS 

The method is optional for original research articles. This method is written in descriptive and 

should provide a statement regarding the methodology of the research. This method as much as possible 

to give an idea to the reader through the methods used. This Method are optional, only for original 

research articles. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Inclusivity in justice is not a new issue. It becomes interesting again because there is awareness 

of a new mode of exclusivism in line with the development of globalization. Developed countries may 

claim to have implemented justice in their country but practice injustice when facing developing 

countries and all their citizens. 
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Inequality between developed and developing countries occurs in various aspects and in 

globalization, developed countries share information with each other but developing countries that 

become partners are left with insufficient information and technology (UN, 2006). Thus the developed 

countries master a variety of strategic information that will benefit them. Under these conditions, it is 

impossible for a free market to run fairly (Stiglitz, 2006). The reluctance of developed countries to share 

technology that can reduce natural pollution as an effort to reduce global warming, once again shows 

the difficulty of implementing equitable distribution. In his interview with Kompas which was 

published on August 19, 2007, Stiglitz said that the injustices that plagued the world today stem from 

unfair access to information. With the mastery of technology owned by developed countries, various 

information in poor countries can be controlled, while the poor countries do not even have that 

information. It is impossible for poor countries to access information from developed countries. 

Exclusivism as an injustice at the world level is also still very real with the veto power that several 

countries have in making UN decisions. 

With the information and capital they have, developed countries invest. Developed capitalist 

countries not only exploit developing countries by extracting their natural resources but also treat 

citizens of developing countries as inferior, stupid, and on other occasions do not hesitate to call them 

terrorists. There are many concrete examples of this kind of injustice. For example, the old story about 

experts from Indonesia who became consultants in their government who were paid less than foreign 

experts, even though the expertise of Indonesians was much higher, still continues. 

There are still many Indonesian managers who are paid less than foreign managers. If these 

highly paid experts and managers are still treated unfairly in the global order, our workers will be 

increasingly unfairly treated. They become workers of foreign companies because they can be paid very 

cheaply, much cheaper than workers from the company's home country. These workers can also be 

released easily because they are contract workers. This contract work system is very beneficial for 

multinational companies because companies do not need to fulfill quite a lot of obligations as if they 

treat permanent workers (Faturochman, 1998; Tambunan, 2006). Foreign investment on the one hand 

opens up job opportunities but on the other hand is an exploitation practice. Contract work that is a 

model in the professional world, which is usually paid handsomely but is practiced on low-paid workers, 

is a legalization of action that tends to win itself. This kind of thing actually cannot be practiced in the 

country of origin of the investors, who are generally capitalists. 

There are also many Indonesian workers who are treated unfairly by employers who are fellow 

Indonesians and are legitimized by the government by getting low wages or salaries. People with low 

incomes should be a concern in realizing justice, but in practice it is often the opposite. Low-income 

communities continue to be marginalized, subordinated, and exploited. They will not be able to invest 

to be empowered and able to fight for justice. Self-employed workers continue to be squeezed until they 

cannot escape the limited income. A clear example of this condition is the farmers. Indonesia as a 

country with most of the population working in the agricultural sector, the income of farmers is very 

small. Their income is impossible to invest because it is small. Let alone invested, the results of their 

work immediately run out at harvest, if there is an excess it becomes worthless when exchanged for 

other commodities (Faturochman, 2005). They will continue to struggle with poverty while those who 

have capital will get richer. People who cannot invest will find it difficult to fight for justice and the 

provision of wages that are not possible to invest is an indication of injustice (Deutcsh, 2006). 

Justice is not just a matter of division. Justice also means sharing in terms of access to resources, 

power , and profits. During the New Order era, some resources were distributed to the community, but 

accessing other resources, let alone controlling them, was very difficult. Wherever the authoritarian 

regime is in power, it will be a source of procedural injustice. In a different form, procedural injustice 

still persists in Indonesia today. Unaspirational legislatures and a corrupt judiciary are unlikely to be 

expected to implement fair procedures. In fact, it is to these institutions that the state and nation expect 

the realization of procedural justice. Members of the legislature are now trying to control the 

government disproportionately with the motivation to benefit themselves or their party. The interests of 

the people are ignored and the state is in shambles. The dynamics of the state like this are not in 

accordance with the rules of procedural justice. As a result, the people remain miserable and the country 

tarnished its good name. Injustice continues even though regimes and orders change. 

Injustice is not only done intentionally and consciously but also often done without fully 

realizing it because it runs structurally. There are still many men who do not realize that their treatment 
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of women is not fair enough. We are also not sensitive to the needs and rights of those who are less 

fortunate (disabled) so that they are prevented from entering college and when they enter they still have 

to experience difficulties carrying out activities because the available facilities are only suitable for 

normal people. There are still many examples of our discriminatory actions that are clearly unfair. If 

we start to reduce discriminatory behavior by action, cognitively and affectively we must admit that 

there are still many forms of prejudice within us. Prejudice has the potential to become injustice and is 

essentially a part of injustice. At a certain level this is not part of the individual psychological problem 

but also a structural problem (Farr, 2007). The combination of individual and structural psychological 

problems makes injustice more complicated to solve. 

Injustice can take the form of a legitimized culture. The culture of injustice has existed for 

centuries in the form of cultural imperialism. Historically, it was recorded that a culture was forced to 

subtly or roughly marginalize, dominate, and even erase other cultures. The Dutch for years forced the 

Indonesians to become lackeys and raised a few of those who were loyal to be priyayi. White 

Australians force Aboriginal children to behave like white people. The United States hijacked the 

Persian night story 1001 nights into the copyright of Walt Disney and then robbed so much of the 

heritage of the indigenous culture along with the oil of Iraq, that once rich Iraq became a very poor 

country. 

Psychologically, colonialism caused great trauma to a nation, both mass and hereditary. 

Counseling psychologist Greene (2005) concluded that post-colonial stress disorder has a more severe 

impact than PTSD ( post-traumatic syndrome diseases ) such as natural disasters. Nations that have 

been colonized for a long time will find it more difficult to progress not only because of political and 

economic colonialism, but what is more serious is cultural colonialism. We seem to be still experiencing 

this. 

Once again we say that injustice is more obvious than justice in the practice of everyday life. 

Assuming that justice must be based on truth, this dominance of injustice leads to a further question: is 

there still truth? With few practices of justice, the truth may have been lost first. 

In psychology truth is tested through subjective judgments, not just based on objectivity. 

Psychologically, objectivity can be blurred or obscured. Therefore, the truth can also be blurred and 

obscured. Things like this actually happen not only in psychology but also become the basis of thought 

that is practiced and recognized by various disciplines (Liebig, 2001) . Among the assessments that 

follow these rules is a self-interest based assessment model with an egocentric ethical justification. That 

is, self-interest is morally acceptable and psychologically egocentric judgments often occur. People do 

this as an 'instant' way of self-defense mechanism when facing a threat (Epley& Caruso, 2004; Moore 

&Loewenstein, 2004; O'Brien & Crandall, 2005). 

It must be admitted that when assessing justice we tend to be non-objective. Circumstances are 

judged to be fair more often when they are in our favour. On the other hand, circumstances are judged 

unfair when we do not benefit from them. This valuation model is problematic because self-interest 

often has to come at the expense of others. The self-interest model in the psychological study of justice 

is a continuing controversy. Self-interest can be accepted as the basis for an individual's judgment of 

justice. However, self-interest is suspected to be a source of judgmental bias and the cause of social 

injustice, namely when social forces are allowed to compete without fair rules. In practice, this model 

continues to be applied because some people are classified as naive realists (O'Brien & Crandall, 2005) . 

The problem continues and is evidenced by the results of psychological research which shows 

that justification for self-interest is produced automatically or through unconscious psychological 

mechanisms (Liebig, 2001; Moore & Lowenstein, 2004). The trick is, first, people tend to interpret their 

perceptions in a way that is easiest, preferred, and tends to be repeated, namely egocentrically. Second, 

the results of individual interpretations will be simplified into positive or negative categories. 

Interpretation results in a more comprehensive format require higher skills so as to make such positive- 

negative categories personally considered more efficient. Third, positive judgments are associated as 

moral while negative judgments are associated with immorality. With a moral justification based on 

egocentric judgments like this, it becomes increasingly clear that egocentric judgments and based on 

self-interest will not reflect true justice. 

In accordance with the character of the field, the self-interest model of justice has plagued 

politicians, power holders, and business circles. However, in fact every individual has such a tendency. 

Without strict regulatory signs, they will definitely prioritize their interests to gain maximum power 
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and profit without the need to share with other parties. The public will use this assessment model 

because it imitates figures who are widely exposed to the mass media. People are led to this kind of 

assessment model because there are few good examples that can be imitated or for comparison. 

Society is generally not as selfish as these unethical politicians, officials and businessmen. The 

results of our study show that rural communities (Faturochman&Walgito, 2002), groups with relatively 

low incomes (Faturochman, 2002), women (Faturochman&Sadli, 2003), and students 

(Faturochman&Ancok, 2001) do not use personal interests as a basis. fairness assessment. Society can 

use the model of social comparison in assessing justice. For example, people are smart enough to 

compare financial policies that tend to benefit big entrepreneurs over small and medium entrepreneurs, 

and then judge it as unfair. The public is also not blind to the inequalities of punishment for thieves of 

people's money, aka corruptors, by stealing motorbikes or other personal belongings. This ability to 

judge fairness is helped by increasing access to information and scholarly opinions through their 

opinions and research results. Such people do not use a model of judgment that tends to be egotistical, 

but psychologically they use certain references. Such a mindset in psychology is called the Referent 

Cognition Model (Folger, 1987). 

Injustice practices that are based on self-interest on the one hand and the results of community 

assessments through comparisons or references to things that are visible on the other hand, seriously 

hurt the sense of justice. When this happens and gets worse, it will move people to protest and disobey, 

and for some other groups they will react in the form of terror. Almost all terrorists place injustice as 

one of the backgrounds of their terror behavior (Ancok, 2007; Milla, 2007). 

Some psychologists are beginning to realize that models of judgment of justice that are too 

individual will make it difficult to achieve social justice. The word social plays a very important role in 

formulating justice. For this reason, the assessment of justice should also prioritize social values. In the 

formulation of the group values model ( Group Value Model ) justice must at least be based on respect, 

togetherness, trust, and neutrality in other parties (Tyler, 1989). Fair distribution, procedures, and 

relationships are difficult to achieve without an effort to respect and trust others as neighbors. 

Neutrality is also required not only when there is conflict, but as basic values and attitudes in 

social interactions. Togetherness must be emphasized on justice because on each side justice will 

involve other parties. These criteria should be a minimum requirement to assess fairness. Cognitively, 

such an assessment must be a model that can be accessed together. Stitka (2003) developed the model 

in question and named it the Accessible Identity Model . 

According to this latter model concern for justice should not be egocentric. This model also 

explains that fairness assessments will not be too problematic to be carried out at the individual level. 

However, when carried out at the individual level, this model requires that the assessor who is not 

egocentric is an appraiser who knows who he is. In addition, assessment at the individual and social 

level (in psychology it is more defined as a group) will depend on the identity that is accessed from 

each person. There are three identities that can be accessed, namely material identity, social identity, 

and moral identity. Material identity is related to the body (my body, my hands), self (my ability, my 

position), and possessions (my house, my wealth). People develop material identities to maintain their 

possessions. Social identity is related to membership and status in society. Social identity is developed 

in order to maintain its existence in the group and its image in the eyes of other groups. Moral identity 

is concerned with moral authenticity and the achievement of people's maturity. This moral identity is 

an internalization of the responsibilities and obligations that are carried out as human beings. 

The originator of this Accessible Identity Model (Stitka, 2003) uses the Neo-Kolhbergian theory 

of moral development (Rest et al., 1999) to explain the judgment of justice. According to Stitka, there 

are three stages of the Neo-Kolhbergian moral schema that correspond to the three types of accessible 

identities. 

First, self-interest moral schema is strongly associated with material identity. In this moral 

scheme the main orientation is self-interest. People who access material identities tend to use self- 

interest schemes to justify justice. The more profitable the distribution, procedures, and relationships, 

the more fair it will be judged. 

Second, the conventional norms schema which is characterized by the need and efforts to 

cooperate as well as efforts to apply laws and social norms in a 'uniform' manner as an obligation or 

necessity, in harmony with social identity. This moral scheme is in harmony with social identity. People 
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who emphasize shared identity will try to be fair in their social relations and obey the rules or mutual 

agreements. 

Third, postconventional moral schema which is characterized by firmness in holding beliefs 

about right and wrong is an inseparable part of moral identity. In assessing fairness, those who use this 

identity have strict criteria in accordance with applicable norms. The assessment of justice according to 

the Accessible Identity Model depends on the identity that is accessed by the assessor, so people can not 

consistently judge justice. So, it could be that someone at one time judges justice by accessing material 

identity so that he emphasizes his personal interests, at other times he seems wise to judge justice 

because he accesses moral identity. However, this shift in accessing identity tends to a more mature 

direction, namely from material, to social, then to moral. The more mature a person's morality will be, 

the more often he will access social identity or moral identity in assessing justice. Therefore, the ability 

of individuals and society in realizing justice depends on the moral level of the person or society. 

 
 

CONCLUSION 

Efforts to realize social justice can be started from the application of the group values model. 

However, it must be admitted that maintaining togetherness, respecting and trusting others is not an 

easy thing to do. Humans always face a social dilemma, namely the conflict between personal interests 

versus self-sacrifice for the common good. In the face of this dilemma, it is almost certain that everyone 

chooses personal interests first. It is not surprising that people then try to get as much freedom as 

possible so that their personal interests can be realized. It should be realized that if all parties fight for 

their freedom and interests, destruction will soon follow. This phenomenon is currently engulfing this 

country. 

People try to take everything they want for their own satisfaction. Destruction has already begun 

to appear here and there. Unfortunately, the realization that freedom and excessive self-gratification are 

the root of the destruction of common life has not yet emerged. Do we need to wait until more severe 

devastation comes for that awareness to emerge? 

Unlimited freedom is impossible. Restrictions are necessary, but not totally. The limit in 

question is at least the common interest. Formulating this common interest is the first step in the 

formulation and enforcement of social justice. When talking about common interests, at that time there 

must also be self-sacrifice. As already mentioned, a concern for social justice must naturally be more 

altruistic than self-interested. 

In the current social and state order, the enforcement of justice cannot be left to the community, 

let alone individual to individual. The authorities in this field already exist and from there the 

enforcement of justice should begin. The limitation of freedom that must first be controlled is on the 

authorities. One way is to apply the concept of veil of ignorance from John Rawls. The existence of a 

veil of ignorance means that the parties involved in developing the justice enforcement process should 

not know that they will benefit if the system they develop or the decisions they formulate will be 

implemented. 

This principle seems very difficult to apply in this country. People want to be leaders, officials, 

members of the DPR, and others precisely because they want to get a good position and get lots of 

benefits. With that position they can control the decisions that are in their favor. However, they must 

be warned that it will lead to destruction. Veil of ignorance is a limitation for policy makers and 

implementers . In other words, it is the leaders and policy makers who have to start to be willing to be 

limited . 

Leaders are those who have obtained more than sufficient facilities. Therefore, it is very bad if 

the leader still expects to get more benefits than what has been obtained. They should be role models. 

This opportunity to be a role model is still very possible in a country like Indonesia because 

psychologically leaders are still a reference for our society whose lives are still colored by intuition and 

emotion. If the leader can abandon his personal, party, and group interests, and play an instrumental 

role in maintaining public relations and cohesiveness, it will be easy to enforce justice (Schroeder et al, 

2003). 

It must be admitted that the v eil of ignorance will be easier to apply in a small scope. The 

implication is that justice will be more easily enforced in a decentralized system. Decentralization is 

not only the use of authority but also means limiting authority to a smaller scope. Socially, 
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psychologically, decentralization is an effort to increase the efficacy and self-confidence of the local 

community. The fatal error in decentralization that is still continuing is rooted in the interpretation of 

the concept of decentralization as an attempt to become petty kings. By straightening the application of 

the concept of decentralization as an effort to increase self-efficacy, it is hoped that justice will be 

realized more quickly. 

It is impossible for justice to be served without the application of sanctions against lawbreakers 

and oppressive behavior. A strong system of sanctions is not only directed at capturing anti-social actors 

but also to return unjust perpetrators to behaving fairly. Law enforcement is clearly a very important 

part in efforts to create justice. Unfortunately, we only continue to hope about this while reality is 

pointing in a different direction from that expectation. 

Injustice is also suspected to cause social conflicts in various places. Therefore , realizing 

justice will reduce conflict. In addition to the need for the dimensions of justice as described earlier, in 

conflict resolution, it is also necessary to apply restorative justice. The application of values and 

restorative processes has been used to solve social and legal problems in various countries with the 

successful example of South Africa (Arbour, 2006; Roche, 2006). Restorative values emphasize the 

importance of victim prevention and remediation. The restorative process prioritizes solutions through 

negotiation and cooperation among residents rather than relying on formal legal remedies. Thus, 

restorative justice is directed at strengthening the relations of all parties involved and constructing their 

future together as well. 

The principles of developing restorative justice are in line with the orientation of positive 

psychology. Oppressive treatment, unfair actions, conflicts, and various social problems which are 

generally repaid by retributive means such as imprisonment, are directed into understanding and 

beneficial cooperation, especially for the victims. Forgiveness from the victim which is followed up 

with kindness from the perpetrator is a positive transformation that is not easy to do but the results are 

very good for developing a harmonious life together. 

Social justice in terms of distributive justice dimension means welfare for all parties. The 

languages commonly used are FAIR and PROSPEROUS. Unfortunately, these two things are often 

competed or contradicted. Competed in practice, it seems we have to choose which is first, fair or 

prosperous first. It is contradicted because there is an assumption that if justice is the goal, it will not 

be difficult to achieve prosperity. On the other hand, there is an assumption that if prosperity is to be 

achieved, justice can be ignored. 

According to the World Bank Indicators Database published on April 11, 2008, it is stated that 

Indonesia's Gross National Income (GNI) per capita is 1420 US dollars. With an average world GNI of 

US$7448, Indonesia ranks 140th in the world. If the indicator used is Purchasing Power Parity ( PPP– 

international dollars ), Indonesia's ranking is at position 149 with an average PPP of 3310 while the 

world's average PPP is 9209. From these figures we can conclude that Indonesia is not yet prosperous. 

It must be admitted that from time to time there has been an increase in the average income of 

the Indonesian population. Unfortunately, in recent years the increase has not been as fast as in other 

countries. In addition, the increase that occurs is not enjoyed by all levels of society. In various media 

it is often stated that along with the increase in the average income of the population, the number of 

unemployment and poverty also increases. With the recent increase in the prices of various necessities, 

we can also predict that the increase in income will not raise the welfare of society in general. The 

increasing number of people who are at risk of becoming poor also indicates a problem of social justice. 

Conditions as mentioned above teach us that welfare and justice should be parallel. Competing 

and contrasting justice with prosperity means failing to harmonize needs, deservingness , and equality. 

These three things require different distribution models. Each model will be more suitable to be applied 

in different situations. At the individual and family level, distribution is generally based on basic needs. 

For example, parents should provide different facilities for their children who are studying in college 

with facilities for their children who are in elementary school. In the work environment, distribution 

will be more suitable if applied proportionally ( equity ). It is a common understanding that workers 

with different levels of education, different lengths of work and different achievements get different 

wages. Meanwhile, for the scope of distribution countries, it will be more suitable with the application 

of the principle of equality, especially in public services. Therefore there needs to be a minimum service 

standard. However, the application of the distribution principle cannot be rigid. The group of poor and 

disabled people, for example, cannot be equated with the rich and healthy, so there needs to be a special 
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policy for them. Unfortunately, good gpolicies gsuch gas g'rice gfor gthe gpoor' gor g'health gcards gfor gthe gpoor 

gin' ghave gnot gbeen gimplemented gwell. gIn gother gwords, gthe gprinciple gof gjustice gthat gis gconsidered ggood 

gmay gnot gnecessarily gbe gimplemented gproperly. 

We greally gwant gthe gfifth gprecept gof gthe gfoundation gof gour gcountry gto gcontinue gto gbe gstrengthened. 

gIt gis gwrong gif gthis gprecept gis gstill gour ggoal gand ghas gnot gbecome gone gof gthe gfoundations geven gthough gwe 

ghave gagreed gto gbe gunanimous gin gbeing gloyal gto git. gJustice gshould gnot gbe ga ggoal gbut ga gprerequisite, gand 

gsometimes gas gan ginstrument, gto gachieve gvarious ggoals gof gliving gtogether gat gvarious glevels, gboth gpersonal, 

ginterpersonal, gand gcollective. gBesides gjustice gis ga gprerequisite gand ginstrument gfor gachieving 

gprosperity, gwith gjustice gsocial gcohesiveness gcan gbe gachieved. 

Socio-psychologically, git gseems gthat gcurrently gthe gIndonesian gpeople gfeel gless gproud gto gbe 

gIndonesian gcitizens. gThe gimage gof gthe gnation gthat gtends gto gbe glow gin gthe geyes gof gthe gworld gdue gto ghigh 

glevels gof gcorruption, gpoor gtransportation gmanagement gskills, gundeveloped gways gof gdealing gwith gdisasters 

gand gvarious gother gproblems, gare gthe gcauses gof gthe gpeople's glack gof gpride gin gtheir gstatus gas gIndonesians. 

gPride gthat gdoes gnot gstand gout gis gexacerbated gby gthe gattitude gof gthe gcommunity gthat glacks grespect gfor 

gofficials gand gleaders gas grepresentatives gof gthe ggovernment. gTherefore, git gis gunderstandable gthat gwe 

gfeel gthat git gis gnot genough gto ghave ga gstrong gidentity gas gcitizens. gA gweak gidentity gis galso gseen gexternally 

gwith gthe glack gof grespect gfrom gother gcitizens. gThe gcases gof gunpaid gworkers gand gTKWs, gbeing gtortured, 

geven gkilled, gclaims gof greog gart gas gbelonging gto gother gnations, gor gthe gcopyrights gof gtempe gand gbatik 

gbelonging gto gother gnations, gare gexamples gof gwhat gwe gmean. 

Another gfactor gthat gcauses gus gto gnot ghave ga gstrong gidentity gis gthe glevel gof gwelfare gthat gis gstill glow. 

gNations gthat ghave ga ghigh glevel gof gwelfare gcertainly ghave ga gstronger gself-confidence gand gidentity. gBy gusing 

gthe gexplanation gas gdescribed gearlier, gwhere gthe gwelfare gof gthe gcommunity gcan gbe gmore gguaranteed gif 

gjustice gis gserved, git gmeans gthat ga gstrong gidentity gemerges gwhen gdistributive gjustice gis genforced. gHowever, 

git gmust gbe grealized gthat galthough gdistributive gjustice gis gimportant gto guphold, gpsychologically gthis 

gdimension gof gjustice ghas gno glong-term geffect. 

A gstrong gidentity gis gmore ginfluenced gby gprocedural gjustice gthan gdistributive gjustice g(Tyler 

g&Blader, g2003). gProcedural gjustice gthat gaffects gthe gstrength gof gidentity gincludes gformal gprocedures 

gand grelational gtreatment gboth gformally gand ginformally. gThis gmeans gthat gthe gfair gtreatment gof 

gcommunity gmembers gas greflected gin gofficial gregulations gand gthe grelationship gbetween gcommunity 

gmembers gand gpower gholders gwill gsignificantly gstrengthen gidentity. gThe gIndonesian ggovernment gis 

gknown gfor gits gcomplicated gbureaucratic gsystem, gso gthat git gis gstill gdifficult gfor gresidents gto gget gan gID 

gcard g(Kedaulatan gRakyat, g27 gApril g2008). gAs ga gcitizen, git gis gdifficult gto gget gan gID gcard. gThis gfact gcauses 

gpeople gto gfeel gless gdignified. gThis gis gmade gworse gby gbad gbehavior gand grepresentatives gof gthe gpeople, 

gfor gexample gby gdemanding gadditional gbenefits gand gfacilities. 

A gstrong gidentity gbuilt gfrom gpride gand grespect gand gbased gon gjustice gwill gform gsocial 

gcohesiveness, ga gsense gof gunity gand gtogetherness. gUnity gis gmore gessential gcan gbe gseen gfrom gthe glevel gof 

gcooperation gthat goccurs gin gsociety. gCooperation gis gmandatory gor gdiscretionary. gMandatory 

gcooperation gis ggenerally gcarried gout gbecause gof gobligations gwhile gdiscretionary gcooperation gis gmore 

ginfluenced gby gthe ginternal gmotivation gof gthe gparties ginvolved. gSocial gcohesiveness gis gmanifested gin 

gthe gform gof gcooperation gbecause gmandates/obligations gtend gto gbe goriented gtowards gavoiding gsanctions 

gand ggetting grewards g. gPsychologically gmandatory gbehavior gis gnot gstrong genough gand gpermanent. 

gTherefore, guniting gsociety gand gthe gnation gby gemphasizing gthe gmandatory gsystem gwill gnot glast glong. 

On gthe gother ghand, gdiscretionary gcooperation gas ga gform gof gsocial gcohesiveness gwill gbe gmore 

gpermanent gand gresilient gin gfacing gchallenges. gThis gcollaboration gis gpsychologically gbased gon ga 

gpositive gattitude gto ginvite gother gparties gto gget ginvolved gwhile gat gthe gsame gtime git gwill gbenefit gthe 

gcommunity gand gindividuals gin git. gIn gaddition, gdiscretionary gcooperation gis galso gbased gon ga gsense gof 

gresponsibility gas ga gmember gof gsociety g(Tyler g&Blader, g2003). gThe gbasic gidea gof grestorative gjustice gis 

gin gline gwith gthis g(Boraine, g2006; gOkimoto& gTyler, g2007). gBuilding gthe gfuture gtogether gby gnot gfixating 

gon gthe gproblems gof gthe gpast gand gleaving gthe gconventional gways gof gthe gretributive gprocess gis gthe gapplication 

gof gthe gprinciple gof gdiscretion. 

In gan gera gthat gcontinues gto gchange gas git gis gtoday, gwelfare gand gsocial gjustice gtogether gare gthe gkeys 

gto gthe gformation gof ga gstrong gsocial gcohesiveness gand gidentity. gOn gthe gother ghand, gprioritizing gpersonal 

ginterests gand gonly gbeing goriented gtowards gachieving gindividual gwelfare gwill gmake git gdifficult gto 

gachieve gjustice, gcohesiveness, gand gshared gidentity. gThere gis gno gprohibition gto gseek gindividual gwelfare 

gbut gprioritizing gmaterial gidentity gmeans gthat gwe gare gonly gat gan gimmature gmoral gstage. gOn gthe 

gother ghand, 
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when gwelfare gand gsocial gjustice gare grealized, gindividuals galso gachieve gprosperity gand ghave ga ghigh 

gassessment gof gjustice. 

The gabove gdescription ghas gimportant gimplications gfor gpsychology gwhich ghas gso gfar gbeen gtoo 

gfocused gon gindividual gproblems. gThe gsense gof gjustice gand gsubjective gwell-being gfor gsome 

gpsychologists gis goften gconsidered gas gseparate gthings gfrom gthe gsurrounding gsocial gconditions. gSuch 

g'asocial' gviews gshould gbe gshifted gto ga gmore g'social' gdirection. 

Individual gpsychological gstudies gshould gpay gattention gto gthe gsocial gcontext. gThis gmay gstill 

gneed gto gbe gfought gfor gbecause gpsychology ghas gso gfar gbeen gtoo gindividualistic, gas gwell gas gthe gpeople 

ginvolved gin git. 

We gbelieve gthat gif gthis gnation gcan gpractice gjustice, gwe gwill gappear gmore gconfident gin gthe geyes gof 

gthe gworld. gOur gidentity gas gan gIndonesian gnation gwill galso gbe gthe gpride gof gits gcitizens. gThe 

ggovernment's gjob gis gto guphold gjustice gand gcreate gprosperity. gIf gthe ggovernment gapparatus gand gstate 

ginstitutions gare gstill ga gsource gof ginjustice, gwe gcannot gexpect gthe gpeople gto gfeel gjustice gand genjoy 

gprosperity. gIt gis gour gduty gas gcitizens gto gobserve gand gcontrol gthe gpractices gof g(un)justice. gHopefully gthe 

gdescription gin gthis garticle gis galso gour geffort gas gcitizens gso gthat gjustice gcan gbe grealized. 
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